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Introduction: A Scientific Experiment Called World Peace

The Rinri project is a full scale scientific experiment requiring the intelligence, emotions, heart, mind, and all five senses of every last human being living on this planet. Eliciting the participation of every human being on the planet can only occur in a condition of universal peace. To bring about this condition of peace among all the human species is the goal and aim of the World Thirteen Moon Calendar Change Peace Movement’s program, the First World Peace, 1996-2000.

The program of the First World Peace is dependent on the capacity of the information biology of the new 13:20 time to re-order all of human society in a breath-takingly short period of time. The underpinnings of this precise four year program require a core experiment that monitors, amplifies, and ultimately interacts with the progress of the program. This is the function of the Rinri project. The Rinri project is inseparable from the First World Peace. If the Rinri Project were to fail, so would the First World Peace.

Initially, this project requires but a minimum of two teams: one in the Northern Hemisphere and the other in the Southern hemisphere of this planet. However, by the end of the millennium, the activity of the Rinri Project will be coincident with the activity of humanity as a whole bioplasmic mass. The outcome of this fusion of human bioplasm with the goals of the Rinri Project requires a leap of the imagination to comprehend. But if we understand that correct science leads to acts of divine manifestation, just as much as incorrect science led to the atomic bomb, then the telepathically activated planetary circumpolar rainbow bridge is not difficult to realize.

The triggering of the circumpolar rainbow bridge goes hand in hand with universal telepathy. Without accurate use of universal telepathy at the precise moment in time, the human species would neither know nor be able to experience the fact that its next evolutionary advancement is in its own hands. This is the meaning of the successful completion of the biosphere-noosphere transition. Humanity engineers its next evolutionary condition through the experience of total world peace.

The tools of the Rinri project are the new tools of the new time. Time is actually information biology. The purpose of true time, with its base ratios embedded in the 13:20 frequency, is to inform the biological mass we call life with its various levels of knowing. Ultimately in true time, the only knowing that is needed comes from being in time. This is the condition of intelligent peace. Because the Rinri project is a function of the information biology of true time, in all of its aspects it fulfills a distinct species-wide option available for this precise moment of the biosphere-noosphere transition. By the same token, the Rinri Project is but the evolutive expression of a wisdom that recalls only the primal unity

All true science works from a hypothesis. Through empirical and phenomenological testing and with the use of proper instruments of measurement, science attains its goal. In the Rinri project the hypothesis is that for any species of the biosphere living in true, non-artificial time, telepathy is natural. Given the human species capacity for self-reflective thought and behavior, in its natural telepathy, free from artificial time, the human mind can collectively focus its intention to harness natural forces in a positive co-creation with the terrestrial order, thereby affecting its own evolution.

All true science is of the mind. What can be coherently formulated can be made to manifest. The atomic bomb was originally just a thought form believed in by a handful of physicists. The laws of true science are evolutive. Genuine science contributes to its own advancement through its impact upon the species. The advent of nuclear physics affected humanity, but not towards its betterment. The science of time, a whole systems science, is the next evolution of science and of humanity. The Rinri project is evolutionary science for the intelligent unification of the human species in a condition of universal peace.
Statement of The Problem and Solution Proposed by The Rinri Project

Planet Earth is distinguished by a biosphere: the dynamic living web and region for the vital transformation of cosmic energy. This planetary life-support system is characterized by a continuous circulation or biogenic migration of a finite set of atoms. This continuous interaction of changes of atomic states produces vast geological epochs in a complex of biogeochemical functions and processes. The incidence of change in the biosphere is an exponentially cumulative complexification of structure realized in the appearance of self-reflective thought and its geologically impactful climax, the rise of the machine. This climactic moment of uncontrolled acceleration of the biogenic migration of atoms is referred to as biogeochemical combustion.

The machine is a biologically induced function of an artificial (12:60) timing frequency. The machine possesses a capacity for an increasingly rapid feedback process. As with any other biological form this results in the propagation and multiplication of more machines of increasingly diverse types. As an externalized biological projection, the machine requires an equally rapid propagation and multiplication in the species generating the machine. The machine is the chief agent contributing to the condition of biogeochemical combustion.

Homo sapiens, the machine-generating species, is itself unconsciously absorbed in the irregular, mechanistic and exponentially accelerating process of the artificial 12:60 timing frequency. As a consequence, humanity as a whole is unaware of the degree to which it has deviated from the biospheric norm of the biomass constant. The biomass constant is the principle by which the biosphere maintains its dynamic within its otherwise highly limited surface space.

From the perspective of the biospheric whole, the machine-generating species has ruptured its biogeomagnetic resonance. Biogeomagnetic resonance is the condition by which any organism maintains itself as a whole, indivisible from its support medium, the biosphere itself. As a species, humanity has brought upon itself and the biosphere the critical situation of biogeochemical combustion. Biogeochemical combustion itself is the function of the increasing impact of self-reflective thought upon the biosphere in the form of a civilization driven by the resource-consuming needs of a machine technology. The sum of this biogeochemical climax produces the irreversible condition known as the biosphere-noosphere transition.

The climax of the biosphere-noosphere transition will result in the creation of a new geological epoch, the Psychozoic era. In the biosphere it is not individuals that survive, but whole species. Successful entry into the Psychozoic era is totally dependent upon the entire machine-generating species itself consciously initiating and completing the biosphere-noosphere transition. This momentous undertaking will induce the positive manifestation of the psi bank: the underlying mechanism governing the evolution of life and thought within the biosphere. The manifestation of the psi bank will signal the advent of the noosphere, the telepathically unified mental field of the planet, which is the prime requirement for the creation of the new geological epoch, the Psychozoic era.

The nature and immediate purpose of the experiment is to correct the biogeomagnetic perturbation caused by the machine-generating species. The human species, along with the sum of all life in the biosphere, is a function of the biopsychic field of resonance. The biogeomagnetic perturbation of the biopsychic field is now adversely affecting the other two fields of planetary resonance: the electromagnetic and the gravitational. The exponential increase of dissonance in one field, the biopsychic, inevitably affects the other two, for all three function together as a whole system regulatory unit. Since the perturbation within the biopsychic field is biogeomagnetic in nature, a magnetic stabilization is called for. This is referred to as the magnetic re-education of humanity.

The essence of this magnetic stabilization of humanity is to be carried out through a telepathic experiment in time utilizing two sets of human teams organized according to the North and South hemispheric division of planetary polar magnetism. Through a sequence of telepathic exercises based in the correct (13:20) timing frequency, the goal of the experiment is to repolarize the species, returning it to its proper biogeomagnetic functioning, thereby stabilizing the planetary magnetic fields of resonance. The experiment will culminate precisely after four years in the advent of the psi bank through a carefully staged process which will result in the telepathic activation of a rainbow bridge connecting the North and South poles of the planet.
The Rinri project has a duration of four years, Magnetic Moon 1, Blue Self-Existing Storm, AD 1996 to the Day Out of Time, White Resonant Mirror, AD 2000. Like all scientific experiments, this one must be carried out precisely. Within the galactic order of time, of which the new calendar is a supremely harmonious expression, four years is the minimum whole cycle necessary for the human race to experience biospheric rejuvenation, and, at the same time, to trigger the biosphere-noosphere transition and the advent of the psi bank.

The biosphere-noosphere transition is the natural consequence of humanity subjecting itself to the new Thirteen Moon calendar. Since the mental order brought about by following the new calendar is the 13:20 frequency, the order of natural telepathy of all species within the biosphere, the over-all social reorganization program necessary for magnetic stabilization can also be consciously engineered according to the unfolding matrix of the psi bank. The psi bank, the governing order of the biosphere and the noosphere, can only be triggered telepathically.

The psi bank matrix consists of four plates or membranes, each one straddling the planet from pole to pole at 90 degree intervals and contiguous with the radiation belts of the electromagnetic field. The activation of each plate occurs in conjunction with one solar orbit or annual round, measured as Thirteen Moons, plus a free day.
Description of the Experiment: Turning the Invisible Magnet of Be-ness

The Four Plates of the Psi Bank Showing Annual Activation of Psi Chrono Units

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Psi Bank Plate 1</th>
<th>Psi Bank Plate 2</th>
<th>Psi Bank Plate 3</th>
<th>Psi Bank Plate 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North Team</td>
<td>North Team</td>
<td>North Team</td>
<td>North Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>208 Cube Kin</td>
<td>208 Cube Kin</td>
<td>208 Cube Kin</td>
<td>208 Cube Kin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52 Tower Kin =</td>
<td>52 Tower Kin =</td>
<td>52 Tower Kin =</td>
<td>52 Tower Kin =</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Tzolkin</td>
<td>1 Tzolkin</td>
<td>1 Tzolkin</td>
<td>1 Tzolkin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260 Units</td>
<td>260 Units</td>
<td>260 Units</td>
<td>260 Units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Year One</strong></td>
<td><strong>Year Two</strong></td>
<td><strong>Year Three</strong></td>
<td><strong>Year Four</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>520 Psi Units</strong></td>
<td><strong>1040 Units</strong></td>
<td><strong>1660 Units</strong></td>
<td><strong>2080 Units</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since the plates are bipolar in nature, the telepathic activation of each of the four plates over four years occurs in a precise two-part magnetic polar process. That is, for any year, for the first half year, Magnetic Moon 1-Resonant Moon 14, the magnetic pole of the northern hemisphere is telepathically activated, while for the second half of the year, Resonant Moon 15 - Cosmic Moon 28, the magnetic pole of the southern hemisphere is telepathically activated. The free day, or day out of time, is the moment of magnetic equilibrium and discharge. This is referred to as activating the crown, while preparing the root.

The actual bipolar telepathic exercise can be carried out by relatively small groups of people in both hemispheres in strict observance of a daily pattern followed in accordance with the Telektonon. Success of the Project requires that the rest of the human race knows about the experimental exercise and at the same time is prepared to participate in the social reorganization program known as the Four Years of the First World Peace.

By the time the experiment is in its final year, the entire human race will be participating in the telepathic bipolar magnetic restabilization exercise. In this way the scientific experiment of world peace will end successfully and the true order of universal peace be henceforth consciously re-established within the Earth's biosphere. This is the only intelligent way to end the century of total war: total peace, the opening of a super conscious humanity to a new millennium of universal peace.

In essence the telepathic experiment consists of the activation of the "Invisible Magnet of Be-ness," and the telepathic exercise is also referred to as "Turning the Invisible Magnet of Be-Ness." This giant Magnet is visualized at the center of the Earth. One half year it is turned toward the positive or North pole, which is then telepathically activated, while its negative or South pole passively receives telepathic charges. The second half of the year the Magnet is turned toward the negative or South pole, which is then telepathically activated, while the positive or North pole passively receives telepathic charges. By activation of one pole of the Magnet means that the pulsation of its charge enters into the telepathic field as a whole.
According to the law of time, and in fulfillment of the First World Peace, the great Invisible Magnet of Be-ness is activated in four year-long sequences. Each of these annual sequences is in two parts, one for each pole. Each year the Magnet switches polarity mid-point which is Resonant Moon 15. In the four-year sequence, the Magnet follows the four-part color harmonic.

The first two years, Blue Storm and Yellow Seed, complete the sequence of depolarizing the 12:60 frequency and repolarizing the 13:20 frequency.

The second two years, Red Moon and White Wizard, purify, stabilize, and discharge the telepathic bipolar magnetic power of humanity according to the regulating norm of the 13:20 frequency.

The two sets of teams participate daily in sending and receiving the images of the Magnet of Be-ness according to its bipolar stages of activation-reception. The telepathic process is precisely timed to the opening of the psi bank plates.

Practically, the telepathic experiment is synchronized with two daily patterns: the Telektonon playing board, marking positions within the 28 day biotelepathic cycle; and by the Dreamsspell Human and Planet Holons which register the biogeological flow of fourth dimensional time according to the 73 Overtone Chromatics of the Biomass Constant within the form of the Thirteen Moon Calendar.
There is an irresistible force of attraction that guides evolution to higher intelligence. This force has been called the Magnet of Be-ness.

The Magnet of Be-Ness cannot be known in the dissonance of the 12:60. Only in the perfect harmony of 13:20 can humanity nurture itself spiritually on the Magnet of Be-ness. Once released from the 12:60 into the 13:20, humanity will realign itself like so many filaments to the two poles of the Magnet of Be-ness, experienced as the North and South Poles of planet Earth. Unified by the Magnet of Be-ness, humanity will spring Earth to her splendor in waves of telepathic love.

Whales, songbirds and all communities of creation incorporate time through the integrity of magnetic resonance. This is unconscious Attunement to the Magnet of Be-ness.

Now humans are to do the same, but consciously. This is to be carried out through the Invisible College, the home school for humanity's magnetic re-education. The all pervading presence of the Invisible College will administer the creation of the new planetary community through the four-fold turning of the Magnet of Be-ness. Home school replaces disincorporation of time through 12:60 jobs. With the new time, the 12:60 job concept is over. Like the whale and songbirds we shall once again incorporate time within ourselves.

Listen to the galactic message of the Magnet of Be-Ness:

"Return to your homes, humans, and work out your little lives with dignity and honor! Repair your families, and learn again about the cultivation of the Earth. All rights and privilege will be paid for by the Earth Trust. All education will be granted by the PAN. Enjoy new knowledge, and natural magnetic regrouping! Enjoy cleaning up your backyard and transforming as you clean! Telepathic adventure is boundless!"

Following the First Planetary Congress of Biospheric Rights, Brasilia, on behalf of the universal religion of Earth, the Biospheric Congress was dissolved into the Invisible College for the supervision of the Thirteen Moon Judgment Day Victory of Universal Peace Plan. As an educational network, the Invisible College will supervise this Universal Peace Plan, known as the First World Peace, until the glorious Day out of Time, Green Day, White Resonant Mirror, AD 2000, the conclusion of the Four Years of the First World Peace.

The purpose of administering the Invisible College of the Four Years of the First World Peace is to establish the Magnet of Be-Ness in the Center of the Court of Universal Culture. The Court of Universal Culture is the designation given to any and all communities of the new time where the First World Peace is being diligently and wholeheartedly practiced and applied. Administered through PAN, the Invisible College’s Earth Curriculum for the Magnetic and Ethical Realignment of Humanity will advance humanity into spiritual oneness, drawing it ever closer toward the divine source in service to the Earth.

By accepting the Thirteen Moon Calendar, Magnetic Moon 1, Blue Self Existing Storm (Gregorian: July 26, 1996) humanity is automatically enrolled in the Invisible College of the Dominion of Time. The Invisible College is the Biospheric Congress administered as and by PAN. The Invisible College is the four-year home schooling, learn-as-you-go course that leads to graduation with degrees in Earth Regeneration and Spiritual Unification. The Rinri Project is the advanced laboratory project that sets the stage for Graduation from the Invisible College. Graduation from the Invisible College is known as "the Glory": the manifestation of the radiance of the psi bank as the Circumpolar Rainbow Bridge connecting the two poles of the Magnet of Be-ness.

The process of magnetic re-education is achieved by engineering a mind shift according to the telepathic technology known as Telektonon. As a consequence Telektonon is also referred to as "the yoga of the unification of the collective dream body in time, the universal quintessence that liberates all beings simultaneously." This is a collective planetary yoga with the following biopsychic sequence for the four years of the First World Peace:
First year: Divine source of plane of mind attained. Humanity repolarized.

Second year: Plane of spirit explodes the cube of mind into the fourth-dimension. Telepathy universalized.

Third Year: Plane of will purifies the two magnetic flows of being, galactic-karmic, solar-prophetic. Humanity geomagnetically realigned. Triumph of the religion of truth, the universal religion of Earth.

Fourth year: Divine Source manifests fourth-dimensional Heptagonon of Mind. Power of human mind, will, and spirit tested in bipolar telepathic magnetic discharge: manifestation of circumpolar rainbow bridge psi bank; noosphere attained.

Blue Galactic Storm, AD 2000 is the collective telepathically unified human graduation party. The Magnet of Be-ness will send waves of love's divine oneness into every cell of the biosphere. So will commence the second creation, the arrival of universal galactic religion on Earth. Telektonon fulfilled, the Magnet of Be-ness connects Earth with the divine order.

The termination of the authority of Biospheric Congress, Blue Galactic Storm, AD 2000, establishes PAN as the order of Galactic Culture of the Federation of Divine Intelligence, empowered to begin the thirteen-year trial run of Timeship Earth 2013, Arcturus Dominion of Time.

Thence will begin the opening of the Time Tunnels. Humans will be empowered as custodians of the galactically federated inter-planetary park, "Heaven on Earth."

By the Invisible Magnet of Be-ness, the irresistible power of the Fifth Force, let the command of divine judgment prevail, may the Earth be pacified. May the divine intelligence flower in all. May the biosphere be renewed.

"To each is a goal
To which Allah turns her or him;
Then strive together as in a race
Toward all that is good.
Wheresoever you are, Allah will bring you together
For Allah has power over all things

Holy Qur'an, Sura 2, Verse 14
In order to synchronize the human mind with the biosphere the Planetary Service Wavespell for the fourth year of prophecy is color-coded with the 73 Chromatics that maintain the biomass constant. The biomass constant is the biospheric law by which the invariance of the quantity and the continuity of the biodiversity is maintained. The perfected human means of maintaining the biomass constant is through the 73 perfect five-day sequences known as the "Chromatics of the Biomass Constant." These are also referred to as "overtone chromatics." Like the solar galactic years, each sequence of five days is color coded red, white, blue or yellow. Since this first year of the experiment is a Blue Storm year, the first and last chromatic sequences are blue. The order for this year is:

**Blue Storm - Night:** Self-generating Abundance Chromatic  
**Yellow Seed - Star:** Flowering Art Chromatic  
**Red Moon - Skywalker:** Purifying Prophecy Chromatic  
**White Wizard - Mirror:** Timelessness Meditation Chromatic

Each sequence runs from a Gateway to a Signal family seal. On the planet holon, this means that each chromatic run begins at the South pole, Gateway family, then jumps the next day to the North pole, Polar Family. The sequence always ends in the southern temperate zone, Signal Family.

In the Human Holon the Gateway corresponds to the Root Center, the Polar to the Crown. Each time you coordinate an overtone chromatic, from the first to the second days the movement jumps from your Root to Crown centers.

The exit from the Solar Plexus on the fifth day releases the movement into the Kuxan Suum, the etheric thread that connects you to the galaxy. This is the key to the biotelepathic attunement of human mind and biosphere -73 times a year. Follow the chromatics of the biomass constant and participate in the biogeomagnetic stabilization of your planet!
When you align your Human Holon psychophysical center with the corresponding position on the Planet Holon, you are creating a telepathic correspondence with the Invisible Magnet of Be-ness that you are now activating through the great scientific experiment called world peace. When you follow the overtone chromatics with daily discipline, you are restabilizing your own biomagnetism in tune with the Earth’s electromagnetic and geomagnetic fields of resonance. You are aligning your own biospheric cell with the great Magnet of Be-ness. You are experiencing biospheric cellularization. You are mutating as a noospheric biomutational sequence at one with the Earth and all that is.
Human Holon: Know Your Fingers and Toes

Making Planet Human Holon attunement a daily practice is the first step in organizing the biotelepathic power of the Invisible Magnet of Be-ness.

The second step is locating the Invisible Magnet of Be-ness in its phased relation to opening the four plates of the psi bank.
Magnetic Correspondences Between the Four Years of the First World Peace and the Four Psi Bank Plates

The psi bank consists of four plates straddling the electromagnetic field from pole to pole. Each of the psi plates is divided into two parts at the equator and consists of one Tzolkin grid (same as Harmonic Index) aligned to either one of the two magnetic poles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Psi Bank Plate 1</th>
<th>Psi Bank Plate 2</th>
<th>Psi Bank Plate 3</th>
<th>Psi Bank Plate 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North Team</td>
<td>North Team</td>
<td>North Team</td>
<td>North Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>208 Cube Kin</td>
<td>208 Cube Kin</td>
<td>208 Cube Kin</td>
<td>208 Cube Kin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52 Tower Kin =</td>
<td>52 Tower Kin =</td>
<td>52 Tower Kin =</td>
<td>52 Tower Kin =</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Tzolkin</td>
<td>1 Tzolkin</td>
<td>1 Tzolkin</td>
<td>1 Tzolkin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260 Units</td>
<td>260 Units</td>
<td>260 Units</td>
<td>260 Units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Team</td>
<td>South Team</td>
<td>South Team</td>
<td>South Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>208 Cube Kin</td>
<td>208 Cube Kin</td>
<td>208 Cube Kin</td>
<td>208 Cube Kin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52 Tower Kin =</td>
<td>52 Tower Kin =</td>
<td>52 Tower Kin =</td>
<td>52 Tower Kin =</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Tzolkin</td>
<td>1 Tzolkin</td>
<td>1 Tzolkin</td>
<td>1 Tzolkin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260 Units</td>
<td>260 Units</td>
<td>260 Units</td>
<td>260 Units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Year One</strong></td>
<td><strong>Year Two</strong></td>
<td><strong>Year Three</strong></td>
<td><strong>Year Four</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>520 Psi Units</td>
<td>1040 Units</td>
<td>1660 Units</td>
<td>2080 Units</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Beginning at the psi zero longitude, approximately 30 degrees east of Greenwich, each psi plate is 90 degrees wide (4 x 90 = 360 degrees). Each half of each psi plate also has a magnetic seasonal correspondence. Each bipolar plate is opened, one per year of the four years of the Rinri Project:

- **Year one**, psi plate one, Northern Spring, Southern Autumn
- **Year two**, psi plate two, Northern Summer, Southern Winter
- **Year three**, psi plate three, Northern Autumn, Southern Spring
- **Year four**, psi plate four, Northern Winter, Southern Summer

Through the four years the bipolar permutation of the four seasons per four plates is matched by the Turning of the Invisible Magnet of Be-ness according to the four galactic time color constants in their antipodal relations:

- blue-red, yellow-white, red-blue, and white-yellow.
Magnetic Correspondences between the Four Years of the First World Peace and the Four Psi Bank Plates

Magnetic Correspondences between Years, Psi Plates, Seasons and Colors:

The first of the two colors in the sequence codes the Northern first half year of the Magnet, the second color codes the Southern second half year of the magnet.

**Note:** in the Telektonon Seven Year Oracles, the color of the destiny kin of the oracle for the Lost Generation which rises to the crown at Resonant Moon 15 (7.15), is always antipodal to the color of the year, e.g., the Lost Generation oracle for Blue Self-Existing Storm year is Red Lunar Earth.

Listed in parentheses below for each half-year is the color and seal for either the Year oracle (first half year) or Lost Generation oracle (second half year). Each color set indicates the color of the Northern and Southern halves of the Invisible Magnet for each of the Four Years of the First World Peace.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Seal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Red</td>
<td>1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Red</td>
<td>1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
First Year, *Blue Self-Existing Storm, psi plate one, Afro-Eurasian Plate*

- First half year: Northern Hemisphere Magnet transmits blue spring (Blue Storm)
- Second half year: Southern Hemisphere Magnet transmits red autumn (Red Earth)

Second Year, *Yellow Overtone Seed, psi plate two, Pacific Plate*

- First half year: Northern Hemisphere Magnet transmits yellow summer (Yellow Seed)
- Second half year: Southern Hemisphere Magnet transmits white winter (White Mirror)

**First Two Years of First World Peace, Alpha Phase Complete**

Bioregional Conversion template in order, 12:60 frequency depolarized and extinguished; 13:20 establishes and releases collective human mind into biospheric order of universal telepathy.

Third Year, *Red Rhythmic Moon, psi membrane three, American Plate*

- First half year: Northern Hemisphere Magnet transmits red autumn (Red Moon)
- Second half year: Southern Hemisphere Magnet transmits blue spring (Blue Storm)

Fourth Year, *White Resonant Wizard, psi membrane four, Atlantic Plate*

- First half year: Northern Hemisphere Magnet transmits white winter (White Wizard)
- Second half year: Southern Hemisphere Magnet transmits yellow summer (Yellow Sun)

**Second Two Years of First World Peace, Omega Phase Complete**

Biospheric redemption template in order. 13:20 magnetic repolarization of humanity realized as terrestrial electromagnetic bipolar stabilization. Scientific experiment concluded, First World Peace established as the universal peace of the biosphere-noosphere transition. Manifestation of the psi bank experienced as "the Glory," the realization of Heaven on Earth.
Magnetic Correspondences between Years, Psi Plates, Seasons and Colors:

The general process of magnetic re-education is carried out by the social reorganization prescribed in the Resolutions of the First Planetary Congress of Biospheric Rights. These Resolutions establish the First World Peace as the universal formula for peace among all humans. Following the first two years of industrial conversion this social reorganization will be formulated increasingly in terms of a biogeomagnetic redistribution of the species along natural 'songlines' and geomagnetic power points. This will naturally stabilize the now-existing 12:60 frequency perturbation in the electromagnetic and gravitational fields.

You have now completed the second step, cultivating the whole system time field.
It is important to understand that for the purpose of the Rinri Project a 260-unit Tzolkin grid is not read as a calendar but as time-information bearing template consisting of 260 psi chrono units. Psi chrono units are not the same as daily kin. A psi chrono unit is the equivalent of one kin, and can be considered the psi bank unit that holds the information in accord with the possibilities of that kin in all of its multidimensional applications.

In the telepathic exercise of activating the psi bank plates, both the Telektonon playing board and the Tzolkin grid-Harmonic Index are used as a means of activating the psi bank, independent of their other calendrical functions.

The psi bank consists of 2080 psi chrono units (260 x 4 plates x 2 hemispheres = 2080 psi chrono units). Within each of the four psi bank plates are 520 (260 x 2) psi chrono units, 2080 (520 x 4) psi chrono units in all. In the experiment, 520 (260 x 2) units are activated per year.

The four Tower and sixteen Cube positions are used for activating the psi bank, North and South teams simultaneously activating both hemispheres of a single psi plate per year: 16 + 4 = 20 days per Moon x 13 Moons = 260units x2 hemispheres = 520 psi chrono units per thirteen moons, or one double-hemisphered psi bank plate per year.

The technical aspect of this exercise includes study of the psi bank matrix: eight 260-unit Tzolkin templates in four polar sets. Each half-year telepathic magnetic polar activation exercise involves the simultaneous activation of 208 normal units and 52 Galactic Activation units of the 260 psi chrono unit matrix, per hemisphere, per year.

Integrating the daily chronometry and synchronometry of the Telektonon, this practice is to be carried out in the following manner according to the Telektonon playing board:

208 units (x2), simultaneously played by Northern and Southern hemisphere teams) accumulated annually through the activation of the 16 cube positions(16 x 13 = 208), or 416 (208 x2) psi chrono units activated per year.
52 GAP units (x2), simultaneously played by Northern and Southern Hemisphere teams) accumulated annually through the activation of the four Tower positions(4 x 13 = 52), or 104 (52 x 2) psi chrono GAP units per year.

- GAP Tower Day One also charges first two days of Earth Walk
- GAP Tower Day Six also charges last two days of Earth Walk
- GAP Tower Day 23 also charges first two days of Heaven Walk
- GAP Tower Day 28 charges last two days of Heaven Walk

Since the Cube Journey activates days 7-22, the four GAP days plus their telepathic charges, the 8 days of the Earth and Heaven Walks, all 28 days of the Moon are activated on behalf of the bipolar magnetic telepathic exercise.

In opening the psi bank, one plate per year, the same rule applies as to the Turning of the Magnet of Be-ness: Each half psi plate is active during one half-year phase, and receptive in the other. This means the players accentuate their transmitter-receiver roles in accord with the Turning of the Invisible Magnet of Be-ness.

**Magnetic Moon 1 - Resonant Moon 14,**
Northern psi plate transmits, Southern receives

**Resonant Moon 15 - Cosmic Moon 28,**
Southern psi plate transmits, Northern receives

The practice of the psi bank plate is a maneuver that involves a telepathic extension of the Magnet from the center of the Earth, ejecting from the terrestrial poles a type of radial magnetism activating the psi bank from pole to pole.

The first half year, the Northern polar plate is charged; the second half year, the Southern polar plate is charged. The psi bank is visualized floating and pulsing between the two radiation belts, 2,000 and 11,000 miles above the biosphere. All participants following the 73 annual overtone chromatics regulating the biomass constant may do this maneuver being aware of the centers in their body and the planet holon to and from which to transmit or receive the image of the Magnet, in accord with the position of the psi chrono unit corresponding the day position of the Telektonon.

This completes the third step, downloading the Cube, activating the Towers of Time.
The telepathic ejection of the Circumpolar Rainbow Bridge is coded in the Tower and Cube correspondences with the 260-unit psi chrono matrix. The form-giving power of this matrix is in the binary triplet form of the GAP code, otherwise known as the Loom of Maya.

For any year, the 52 GAP days (Loom of Maya, Binary Triplet Configuration) are divided into a thirteen sets of occult quartets. The GAP occult quartet code is the key for laying the matrix of the entire 260 psi chrono unit template. On the Tzolkin grid each occult quartet moves radially inward in relation to the Tower days in each of their Thirteen Moon sequences.

Each of the Thirteen Moons is coded in its four Tower positions by one occult quartet. For each paired antipodal Tower pair, the sum of the tones is always 14, and for each occult quartet, the sum of all four tones is always 28. The sum of the code numbers of the two paired occult solar seals is always 21. The sum of the paired kin numbers is 261, or 522 for the complete quartet.

### Occult Quartet and Telektonon Tower Position Correspondences:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tower Day 1 (Paired with Tower Day 28)</th>
<th>Tower Day 6 (Paired with Tower Day 23)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st Moon</td>
<td>Kin 1: 1 Dragon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Moon</td>
<td>Kin 22: 9 Wind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd Moon</td>
<td>Kin 43: 4 Night</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th Moon</td>
<td>Kin 50: 11 Dog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th Moon</td>
<td>Kin 64: 12 Seed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th Moon</td>
<td>Kin 69: 4 Moon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7th Moon</td>
<td>Kin 85: 7 Serpent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8th Moon</td>
<td>Kin 88: 10 Star</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9th Moon</td>
<td>Kin 106: 2 World-Bridger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10th Moon</td>
<td>Kin 107: 3 Hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11th Moon</td>
<td>Kin 108: 4 Star</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12th Moon</td>
<td>Kin 109: 5 Moon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13th Moon</td>
<td>Kin 110: 6 Dog</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tower Day 1 (Paired with Tower Day 28)</th>
<th>Tower Day 6 (Paired with Tower Day 23)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st Moon</td>
<td>Kin 1: 1 Dragon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Moon</td>
<td>Kin 22: 9 Wind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd Moon</td>
<td>Kin 43: 4 Night</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th Moon</td>
<td>Kin 50: 11 Dog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th Moon</td>
<td>Kin 64: 12 Seed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th Moon</td>
<td>Kin 69: 4 Moon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7th Moon</td>
<td>Kin 85: 7 Serpent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8th Moon</td>
<td>Kin 88: 10 Star</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9th Moon</td>
<td>Kin 106: 2 World-Bridger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10th Moon</td>
<td>Kin 107: 3 Hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11th Moon</td>
<td>Kin 108: 4 Star</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12th Moon</td>
<td>Kin 109: 5 Moon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13th Moon</td>
<td>Kin 110: 6 Dog</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Special Instructions for Tower Day Telepathic Visualization

During each of the four Tower positions of each Moon, visualize the telepathic discharge from each of the magnet's poles establishing itself over the planet from pole to pole in the Loom of Maya crossover pattern as depicted on the Tzolkin grid.

For each Moon note that the 28th day, fourth tower position, always completes 28 tones for the occult quartet for that moon. 13 Moons, each 28 days, 364 days in all; 13 occult quartets, each 28 tones, 364 tones in all. Each year a complete loom of Maya is woven of 52 (x2) tower positions and 364 (x2) tones.

Visualize the loom of Maya as depicted in the Tzolkin grid and in each of the four plates of the Psi Bank as the telepathic electromagnetic weave that creates the light-body, bipolar (52 x 2) structure underlying the circumpolar rainbow bridge. Four years, four weaves, four Turnings of the Invisible Magnet of Be-ness, an indestructible foundation for the circumpolar rainbow bridge.

The Sixteen Cube Positions and the 208 Steps to the Tower of Merlin the Wizard

There are 208 (x2) psi chrono positions of each psi bank plate, apart from the 52 (x2) GAP days of the Loom of Maya. These units account for the sixteen Cube journey days, per Moon, thirteen Moons per year. Sixteen Cube positions x thirteen Moons = 208 steps). The 208 positions on the Tzolkin grid move in thirteen sequences of sixteen units each, in exact relation to the thirteen sixteen day sequences of the Cube Journey every year.

These 208 psi chrono units correspond to the 208 steps that lead to the tower of the legendary arch-wizard, Merlin. Note that 208 kin also precede entry to the Green Castle of Enchantment in the Dreamspell Journey board. Each year, in addition to weaving the Loom of Maya, the 208 steps to the tower of Merlin are climbed. Four years, four spiraling stairways of 208 (x2) steps are taken each year leading to the wizard's tower of enchantment. When the fourth year is completed, the tower is finally entered and the Circumpolar Rainbow Bridge is sprung into being.
Once the Loom of Maya has been established during Tower days 1 and 6, then comes the Warrior’s Cube journey. It is during each of the sixteen days per Moon (Moon days 7-22) that the telepathic magnetic visualization actually occurs. Depending upon which hemisphere and which half of the year, it is during each of these sixteen days that you are either sending or receiving the image of the Invisible Magnet turning in the center of the Earth.

Use the Tzolkin grid to track the psi chrono matrix each year. The sequence per Moon of the 208 steps corresponds to the following thirteen sets of sixteen psi chrono unit sequences. Note that these sequences skip over the GAP units which are accounted for in the Tower positions.

### Table of 208 Psi Chrono, Kin, and Cube Journey Correspondences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1st Moon</th>
<th>2 Wind-4 Earth</th>
<th>(Kin 2-17)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2nd Moon</td>
<td>5 Mirror-9 Eagle</td>
<td>(Kin 18-35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd Moon</td>
<td>10 Warrior-3 Eagle</td>
<td>(Kin 36-55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th Moon</td>
<td>4 Warrior-10 Eagle</td>
<td>(Kin 56-75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th Moon</td>
<td>11 Warrior-4 Eagle</td>
<td>(Kin 76-95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th Moon</td>
<td>6 Earth-5 Wind</td>
<td>(Kin 96-122)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7th Moon</td>
<td>6 Night-8 Mirror</td>
<td>(Kin 123-138)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

13 Dog, Kin 130 = Resonant Moon 14,

Switch Polarity

1 Monkey, Kin 131 = Resonant Moon 15

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>8th Moon</th>
<th>9 Storm-8 Seed</th>
<th>(Kin 139-164)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9th Moon</td>
<td>10 World-B.-3 Serpent</td>
<td>(Kin 166-185)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10th Moon</td>
<td>4 World-B.-10 Serpent</td>
<td>(Kin 186-205)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11th Moon</td>
<td>11 World-B.-4 Serpent</td>
<td>(Kin 206-225)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12th Moon</td>
<td>5 World-B.-9 Night</td>
<td>(Kin 226-243)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13th Moon</td>
<td>10 Seed-12 Storm</td>
<td>(Kin 244-259)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Accounting for the Tower quartets from which are woven the Loom of Maya, as well as the 208 steps that the Warrior takes each year to reach the Tower, completes the fourth step. Then comes the fifth step, applying the lubricant of cosmic electricity.
The Seven Radial Plasmas, Seven Seals and Seven Years of Prophecy and the Heptagonon of Mind

The Rinri Project conforms in its timing sequence to the opening of the final four of the Seven Seals of Prophecy which mark the Seven Years of Prophecy, 1993-2000. The fact that the Project begins precisely with the opening of the Fourth Seal and Fourth Year of Prophecy (1996) builds on the cumulative power of the opening of the previous three Seals and three Years of Prophecy.

According to the prophecy, Telektonon, successful opening of the Seven Seals of Prophecy and completion of the Seven Years of Prophecy will result in the creation of the Heptagonon of Mind. By the undeviating operation of natural law, the Heptagonon of Mind is a term describing the super conscious evolutionary perfection of the primal cosmic cube of universal creation, known as the Cube of the Law.

The original Cube of the Law describes the primal unity of knowledge owing to the perfection of universal telepathy. Restored to its original purity as the Heptagonon of Mind, knowledge of the Cube of the Law completes the biosphere-noosphere transition as the universal planetary telepathic mind of non-ego, which is biospheric enlightenment. This evolutionary fulfillment sets the stage for the advent of cosmic knowing. Radiosonics, the practice of this cosmic knowing, will characterize the coming Psychozoic ('spirit life') era when all of life and matter will be penetrated with mutual intelligence.

As the formal structure of consciousness underlying the noosphere, the Heptagonon of Mind is an evolutionary reflex of natural law. Ultimately, this natural law is the law of the One, there being no second to the divine source of creation. Systematic knowledge of the workings of the one natural law is summarized by the term "cosmic science ".

The universe described by cosmic science is a multidimensionally inclusive, whole system order of reality characterized by a few simple yet comprehensive elements and principles. Its terms are specific to understanding the laws of the universe as an interdimensional unity, unlike 12:60 science which is fixated at the point of third-dimensional physics. Cosmic science shows that what we perceive to be the basic laws of our third-dimensional science are either reflexes of much simpler, more comprehensive principles or merely illusions brought about by habituation to a monodimensional view of reality.

The comprehensive, multidimensional universal order described by cosmic science is originated by six types of cosmic electricity. From the multidimensional viewpoint of cosmic science, electricity is a multidimensional type of procreative bonding lubricant. The six types of cosmic electricity, inseparable from each other, take the form of a primal cube or atom of creation called a parton. It is this primal cubic parton which originates the Cube of the Law and receives its evolutionary completion in the Heptagonon of Mind.

From combinations of each of the six primal types of cosmic electricity, like atoms combining to make molecules, eleven types of electrical lines of force are derived. These eleven lines of electrical force are responsible for the configurations of reality that bond all the dimensional orders of the universe together in a single whole.

From combinations of these eleven types of electrical lines of force are derived the seven radial plasmas. These seven radial plasmas carried in etheric streams of galactic beams generated by supernova, quasars and the galactic core itself, are attracted to and enter stellar and planetary structures through one of the two magnetic poles. From the attractor pole, the radial plasmas travel to and are stored at the planetary core. In accordance with the 13:20 timing frequency which governs the biomutational sequences of life, the radial plasmas direct the genetic evolutionary unfolding of the planetary biomass.

By the projective power of Pacal Votan, the seven radial plasmas stored at the center of the Earth, the crystalline "Uranian Ark of stone," were telepathically transmuted into the Seven Seals of Prophecy. As the Seven Seals of Prophecy, the seven radial plasmas were intended to be released precisely at the peak of the master biomutational sequence known as the biosphere-noosphere transition. Each of the Seven Seals of Prophecy corresponds to one each of seven radial plasmas.

The purpose of the timed release of the seven radial plasmas through the opening of the Seven Seals, one each per Seven Years of Prophecy, is to skillfully transmute the biogeochemical combustion into a telepathic...
transformation of the biosphere - resulting in the successful completion of the biosphere-noosphere transition.

Radial plasma may be defined as the "telepathically activating fluid." Seven Years, Seven Seals, Seven Plasmas: all together these create a series of diminishing circles of time, from the first to the seventh years of prophecy, creating a simultaneous index of mental evolution and plasmic involution. The cube, whether of the Law or the Primal Cubic parton, also represents the Earth in its essential structure of form.

By the interdimensional nature of the radial plasma, and by the stored time-release power represented by the Seals, mere contemplation of the Seals triggers a telepathic opening and release of the type of radial plasma configured by the seal.

Through telepathic activation of the Seals, the radial plasma is released from the Earth core. Within the telepathic field of the biosphere this produces a radial plasmic quickening of the biogeochemical combustion, hastening the completion of the biosphere-noosphere transition. Understanding the process and function of the release of the seven radial plasmas lubricates the four-year Turning of the Magnet of Be-ness and the concurrent activation of the four double-seasoned plates of the psi bank.

The Seven Seals, Seven Radial Plasmas, and their Seven Annual Functions

**DALI**  Victory Targets, 1993-94 = Dali released, thermic-luminic capacity established.

**SELI**  Victory flows, 1994-95 = Seli released, thermic-luminic capacity extended.

**GAMMA**  Victory Pacifies, 1995-96 Gamma released, luminic-thermic capacity extended, attains "striking power."

**KALI**  Victory Establishes, 1996-97 = Kali released, catalytic formative capacity of cohesion-distension attained.

**ALPHA**  Victory Releases, 1997-98 = Alpha released, activation of double extended electron, Cube of Law plasmically released as experience of universal telepathy.

**LIMI**  Victory Purifies, 1999-99 = Limi released, mental electron generated, galactic mind empowers telepathic Earth mind with electron generative powers.

**SILIO**  Victory Discharges, 1999-2000 = Silio released, mental electron-neutron generated, completes creation of Heptagonon of Mind, triggers Circumpolar Rainbow Bridge. Plasmic creation enfolded in Earth as noosphere charged by human telepathic field. Human noospheric navigator prepares transition to Psychozoic era, from homosapiens to homo noosphericus.

Understanding the essential nature of cosmic electricity completes the fifth step. Phased telepathic application of the qualities of the fluids of the seven types of radial plasma is the sixth step.
The critically timed opening of the Seven Seals and the telepathic release of the seven radial plasmas is also known as "planting the cosmic ray." Planting the cosmic ray occurs in two phases which correspond to the recreation of the primal cubic parton according to the cosmological interaction of the six types of cosmic electricity during the Seven years of Prophecy. The recreation of the primal cubic parton underlies the activation of the Heptagonon of mind.

**Phase One: Triggering the Release of the Radial Plasma**

First Three Seals, First Three Radial Plasmas, First Three Years of Prophecy, 1993-96. Thermic (heat) first year, triggers Luminic (light) of second year plasmic flow. Extended as 'strike force' (luminic-thermic interaction), the third year establishes the base completing the two-point left-vector of the Primal Cubic Parton. This is how:

Revelation of the Telektonon (Earth Spirit Speaking Tube) triggers a simultaneous release of radial plasma through mere optical activation of the Seven Seals of Prophecy. All together the Seven Seals create the Heptagonon of Mind in the visual form of a yantra. The neuro-optical information received from contemplation of any one or all of the Seals is telepathically fed back according to its function into the biosphere as one or several of the radial plasmas. Within the biosphere the radial plasmas interact with the bioplasm which constitutes the sum of the human mass. Socially, this telepathically triggered plasmic interaction manifests as the pan-human Thirteen Moon Calendar Change Peace Movement.

Through optical imprint of the Seven Seals in daily Telektonon practice, members of this Movement further engage the telepathic activating fluid of radial plasma, releasing more of it into the biospheric field. Regularized pursuit of this process brings on a bioharmonic quickening of the biogeochemical combustion which signals the commencement of the biosphere-noosphere transition. Formalized through the First Planetary Congress of BIOSPHERIC Rights and the consequent Proclamation of the First World Peace, the sufficient critical mass is attained. This makes the release of radial plasma conscious and focused through practice and duration of the Rinri Project itself.
Phase Two: Turning the Magnet, Constructing the Cube of the Law

Last Four Seals, Last Four Radial Plasmas, Last Four Years of Prophecy, co-equivalent with First World Peace and Rinri Project, 1996-2000.

The Fourth year establishes the two vector points of the right side of the primal cubic parton. This causes the fifth year activation of the double extended electron at the vector point base of the central cubic axis. The final two years complete the activation of the Primal Cubic Parton through generation of a mental electron and a mental electron-neutron. This completes the creation of the Heptagonon of Mind which allows the focused telepathic discharge of human radial plasma to create the Circumpolar Rainbow Bridge, the fulfillment of the biosphere-noosphere transition.
Sub-phase one: First Turning of Magnet of Be-ness, Fourth Year, Fourth Seal, Kali. Two-vector points of right side of primal cubic parton are established simultaneously, resulting in the catalytically formative cohesive-distending (thermic-luminic) (luminic thermic) capacity to generate radial plasma autonomically. Through aroused human bioplasm, the procreative power to ride wavespells is attained, a sign of the influx of galactic intelligence. Kali, released by the Fourth Seal of Prophecy, interacts with the collective mind telepathically. The mental power of "cohesion-distension" establishes a base for the telepathic noospheric matrix. The collective mind penetrates the divine source, Telektonon. The sound "Kali" represents the catalytic triumph of Arcturus.

Sub-phase two: Second Turning of Magnet of Be-ness, Fifth Year, Fifth Seal, Fifth Radial Plasma, Alpha. Alpha power of opening of the Fifth Seal releases the double extended electron which forms the vector base point of the central axis of the Primal Cubic Parton. This activation signals that the Arcturus Dominion victory is now rooted in Earth. Through an activated critical mass of human bioplasm, radial plasma permeates and releases through the collective mind, irrevocably transmuting the biogeochemical combustion point into a positive source of opportunity and awareness. The collective human consciousness experiences a quantum dimensional shift into a condition of collective mind, spirit, and will. This is called "exploding the cube," where the cube is catalytically released from a two-dimensional plane to a third-dimensional form, the critical stage in producing the Heptagonon of mind. This represents a release from thought forms responsible for the state of mind known as "materialism."

Sub-phase three: Third Turning of the Magnet of Be-ness, Sixth year, Sixth Seal, Sixth Radial Plasma, Limi. Through the interactive power of radial plasma, Limi, a mental electron is generated. Activation and generation of the mental electron begins a process of psycho-magnetic stabilization in accord with a bipolar axial realignment of the sum mass of human bioplasm along geomantic 'songlines.' 'Songlines' refers to attunement of Human Holon and Planet Holon in phased sequences of third-to-fourth-dimensional correspondences.

Remagnetized along songlines, human consciousness is synergetically reformulated at heightened levels of neuro-cellular autonomy. The telepathic reboning of the human social form creates a collective experience of release from error or sin. As the sense of universal spirituality intensifies, humanity experiences "Galactic mind" empowering its Earth mind with the capacity to allow the mental electron to be in phase with other electronic matter. This manifests as the telepathic capacity to purify or reconstitute toxic or radioactive waste.

Sub-phase four: Fourth Turning of Magnet of Be-ness: Seventh Year, Seventh Seal, Seventh Radial Plasma, Silio. The generation of a mental electron neutron from the radial plasma, Silio, aligns the corresponding polar axes of Human and Planet Holons. This polar stabilization equalizes and completes the biogeochemical combustion at a level of where free polar discharges of the mental electron neutron are ejected from both human and planet. These polar discharges telepathically activate the auroral electromagnetic field and signal the completion of the Heptagonon of Mind.

Radial plasmically the Heptagonon of Mind also recreates the Primal Cubic Parton, fulfilling the biosphere-noosphere transition. Through bioplasmic alignment of the human mass telepathically unified by single thought form-the Circumpolar Rainbow Bridge-the psi bank is triggered into manifestation. The primal galactic power of creation enfolds Earth as the noosphere. Through the thirteen year (2000-2013) transition to the commencement of the Psychozoic era, the telepathically activated, cellularly harmonized human becomes transformed into the noospheric navigator.

This completes the sixth step, "planting the cosmic ray." Now ready is the seventh step, the all-fulfilling glory of the Invisible Magnet’s supreme achievement among the present race of humans.
Ejecting the Telepathic Rainbow Bridge
Manifesting the Psi Bank, Bringing on the Glory

The climax of the Scientific Experiment called World Peace is scheduled to occur on the Day out of Time at the end of the Seventh Year of prophecy, White Resonant Mirror, AD 2000. Increased polar magnetism will already be generating the greatest aurora borealis and aurora australis spectacles known. On Self-Existing Earth, Spectral Moon 4, Seventh Year of Prophecy, will occur the alignment of the eight other existing planets of Kinich Ahau on one side of the Sun, with Earth being the only planet on the opposite side to receive the effects of the alignment. Humanity's ability to telepathically stabilize the magnetic perturbation caused by this planetary alignment will test the preceding four years of practice in magnetic restabilization.

Success of this exercise in collective mental effort will be the final preparation for humanity's great assignment: biotelepathically ejecting the Circumpolar Rainbow Bridge. Through four years of practicing 'Turning the Magnet of Be-ness,' humanity will now summon its collective telepathic ability to create a spectral discharge. This weightless spectral shimmering 'Rainbow Bridge' consisting of a planetary auroral-human radial plasmic fusion, will henceforth be a "geological" feature of this planet.

The 360-degree circumpolar ring will actually be an aggregate of five rings, for five Earth families each sounding a "tone" of the fifth force chord. Group harmonic and visualization practices will project a binary weave program into the structure of the rainbow bridge. This weave (Loom of Maya) will actually maintain the Bridge as a constant, stabilizing the Earth as it turns within the virtually unmoving rainbow ring. The wobble will be gone from the Earth. The orbital rotation around the sun will stabilize at 365 perfect days. The consciousness of humanity will be irrevocably altered in its self-estimation. The arrangement between humanity and the fulfillment of the divine promise will guarantee full entry into the Psychozoic era.

This event will be witnessed and experienced by all as "The Glory." Its advent will usher in the manifestation of the psi bank. Henceforth, every individual human within the biosphere will experience total autonomy of knowing and revelation, while at the same time being telepathically atone with its biospheric domain. The creation of the new Heaven and new Earth will be realized. The divine plan will appear in many ways, yet always will be drawn by the same Invisible Source to its one single goal.

Psion Bank Matrix: Eight 260 Unit Tzolkin Templates in Four Polar Sets - Key to the Fulfillment of the Noosphere

This completes the seventh and final step for achieving the glorious purpose of the Rinri project, the liberation of humanity into its next evolutionary breakthrough.
Summary of Daily Telepathic Meditation and Visualization
Instructions and List of Tools

The Rinri Project is a scientific experiment that is to be performed as a spiritual practice at the beginning of your day. Since there are different stages, levels and details to this practice, we now summarize for daily simplicity.

1. Determine where you are in the Thirteen Moon Calendar. Identify in which of the 73 Overtone Chromatics you are. Coordinate the Earth Family seal with the corresponding center in your body and on the Planet Holon. Use the Planet Holon and Human Holon diagrams from the Dreamspell kit to assist you.

2. Determine in which half-year and which hemisphere you and your team are establishing themselves and visualize the Magnet. First half-year, Northern teams transmit the Magnet, Southern Teams receive the Magnet; second half-year, Southern teams transmit the Magnet, Northern teams receive the Magnet. Coordinate the transmission or reception of the Magnet through your own body center and Planet Holon zone as determined in step 1. Be sure that you include the color program of the Magnet in your visualization.

3. A world map with identification of target points of the other cooperating teams is helpful in focusing your transmission or reception of the magnet.

4. Set up your Telektonon Board. According to which Moon it is, and depending on the position of the turtles on the board, determine which psi chrono units of which psi bank plate are being activated. Depending upon which hemisphere your team is located, and in which half of the year it may be, you are either transmitting or receiving the Magnet through the psi chrono unit corresponding to the Moon and day of the Telektonon. First half of the year to Resonant Moon 14, the Northern hemispheric plate is active, the Southern receptive. From Resonant Moon 15 to Cosmic Moon 28, the Southern Hemispheric Plate is active, the Northern receptive. Be sure to coordinate the season and color with your visualization and identification of psi chrono unit activation points. Use the Psi Bank Matrix and Tzolkin grid as your guides along with the Telektonon Board.

5. Study the radial plasmas and corresponding Seals of Prophecy. Coordinate visualization of the Seal with the radial plasma function according to which half-year phase you are in.

6. Be patient in getting the instructions for daily practice in proper order. Most important is the telepathic act of transmitting or receiving the magnet and knowing the purpose of the operation.

7. Be in a spirit of unconditional love and forgiveness for all beings.

As the Rinri project progresses, there will be more revelations and instructions synchronized with the progress of the First World peace. The Invisible College through the PAN-PCC network will inform all groups of all of their locations, and will augment information concerning the groups in their course of natural propagation.

List of tools:

- Thirteen Moon Calendar, daily and annual Planetary Service Wavespell forms
- Dreamspell, Planet and Human Holon charts
- Telektonon playing board
- The Call of Pacal Votan: Time is the Fourth Dimension
- Earth Ascending: An Illustrated Treatise on the Law Governing Whole Systems
- The Mayan Factor: path Beyond Technology
A Note about the Rinri Project

The scientific experiment called world peace is to be known by the code name "Rinri Project." Rinri is a Japanese word and means "ethical enlightenment." The Rinri Corporation, or Institute for Ethical Enlightenment was founded by Toshio Maruyama, September 3, 1945, the day after the formal surrender of Japan at the end of World War II.

The formal surrender of Japan and the foundation of the Rinri Institute were directly in response to the atomic bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, August 6 and August 9, 1945. The atomic bombings of the two Japanese cities were the fruit of a secret operation known as the "Manhattan Project", whose testing of the first atomic bomb at Trinity Site, New Mexico, July 16, 1945, initiated the biosphere into the nuclear era.

It is in order to reverse the negative and disastrous effects of the Manhattan Project that the Rinri Project has been developed. The Seventeen Articles of Rinri are incorporated into the Cube Journey and Navigation Tower of the Telektonon every Moon to provide universal ethical guidelines for all practitioners of the Rinri Project.

---

**Key to Accomplishment:**
Now you are the Brand

**Key to Death:**
Now you are the World-Bridge

**Key to Sex:**
Now you are the Sarpent

**Key to Blooming:**
Now you are the Seed

**Key to Art:**
Now you are the Star

**Key to Vision:**
Now you are the Eagle

**Key to Timelessness:**
Now you are the Wizard

**Key to Abundance:**
Now you are the Night

**Key to Sacrifice:**
Now you are the Sun

**Key to Intelligence:**
Now you are the Warrior

**Key to Prophecy:**
Now you are the Skywalker

**Key to Spirit:**
Now you are the Wind

**Key to Love:**
Now you are the Dog

**Key to Magic:**
Now you are the Monkey

**Key to Free Will:**
Now you are the Human

**Key to Memory:**
Now you are the Dragon

---

**Earth Ethical Curriculum:** **RINRI.** The right conduct of the sacred warrior's journey in the Telektonon, Cube of the Law, to re-establish the biosphere's biamagnetic norm equally among all humanity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cube</th>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cube 7</td>
<td>Day 13</td>
<td>Key to Accomplishment</td>
<td>Now you are the Brand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cube 6</td>
<td>Day 12</td>
<td>Key to Death</td>
<td>Now you are the World-Bridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cube 5</td>
<td>Day 11</td>
<td>Key to Sex</td>
<td>Now you are the Sarpent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cube 4</td>
<td>Day 10</td>
<td>Key to Blooming</td>
<td>Now you are the Seed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cube 8</td>
<td>Day 14</td>
<td>Key to Art</td>
<td>Now you are the Star</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cube 15</td>
<td>Day 21</td>
<td>Key to Vision</td>
<td>Now you are the Eagle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cube 14</td>
<td>Day 20</td>
<td>Key to Timelessness</td>
<td>Now you are the Wizard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cube 3</td>
<td>Day 9</td>
<td>Key to Abundance</td>
<td>Now you are the Night</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cube 9</td>
<td>Day 15</td>
<td>Key to Sacrifice</td>
<td>Now you are the Sun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cube 16</td>
<td>Day 22</td>
<td>Key to Intelligence</td>
<td>Now you are the Warrior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cube 13</td>
<td>Day 19</td>
<td>Key to Prophecy</td>
<td>Now you are the Skywalker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cube 2</td>
<td>Day 8</td>
<td>Key to Spirit</td>
<td>Now you are the Wind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cube 10</td>
<td>Day 16</td>
<td>Key to Love</td>
<td>Now you are the Dog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cube 11</td>
<td>Day 17</td>
<td>Key to Magic</td>
<td>Now you are the Monkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cube 12</td>
<td>Day 18</td>
<td>Key to Free Will</td>
<td>Now you are the Human</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cube 1</td>
<td>Day 7</td>
<td>Key to Memory</td>
<td>Now you are the Dragon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Unconscious Plane**
Bolon Tiku Telecosmic Power of Nine

**Conscious Plane**
Oslahan Tiku Telecosmic Power of Thirteen

**Continuing Conscious Plane**
Telecosmic Power of Five

**Superconscious Plane**
Telecosmic Power of Four
A Note about the Rinri Project

The formal presentation of the Rinri Project in its general nature occurred at the First Planetary Congress of Biospheric Rights, Brasilia, Temple of Good Will, Solar Moon 14-15, March 20-21, 1996, and in all of its particulars at the Rinri Institute, Tokyo, Planetary Moon 15, Solar Sun, April 18, 1996.

“Time is short! Not an hour nor day must be lost! Man’s cultural heritage must be made inviolate. The ideals of the Roerich Peace Pact must be availed by all. It’s text is a cultural covenant which is the welding force necessary to world unity and peace. Under the Banner of Peace humankind will proceed toward the one Supreme Culture in powerful and peaceful union as the World League of Culture.” (Planet Art Network)

From "Call to World Unity", The Roerich Pact and Banner of Peace, New York, 1947.

Double sealed in the Tower of Bolon Ik.
In Fulfillment of the Precepts of the Arcturus Dominion
Yellow Solar Human, Kin 152
Third Year of Prophecy, White Electric Wizard
Victory Pacifies
José Argüelles, Ph.D.